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USPA NEWS - 'FIREBIRD : La Peri' is an interactive Virtual Reality fantasy adventure and visual masterpiece inspired by Walt
Disney's Fantasia. Innerspace VR worked with a ballet dancer and state of the art motion capture facilities to create the guardian spirit
La Peri as well as the other magical creatures...

'FIREBIRD : La Peri' is an interactive Virtual Reality fantasy adventure and visual masterpiece inspired by Walt Disney's Fantasia.
Innerspace VR worked with a ballet dancer and state of the art motion capture facilities to create the guardian spirit La Peri as well as
the other magical creatures you encounter on the journey. The resulting effect is one of unparallelled life-like presence and emotion in
a fully artificial environment. 

When CCO and Co-founder Balthazar Auxietre and his team were working on the Firebird franchise they engaged John Rhys-Davies
to voice 'FIREBIRD : La Peri'. Rhys-Davies, whose credits include Spielberg's 'Indiana Jones' and Peter Jackson's 'The Lord of The
Rings', is one of the first Hollywood figures to become directly involved in Virtual Reality entertainment. 

Founded in 2014, Innerspace VR creates new worlds in the unique storytelling language of Virtual Reality, to immerse and captivate
users on a deeper level. Innerspace VR has won top awards and the founders and team are considered to be leaders in the Virtual
Reality community.
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